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• Natural light intensity varies during the day–night (diurnal) cycle, the
lunar cycle and the seasonal cycle. Organisms have evolved to respond
to these periodic changes in light levels in ways that control or
modulate movement, feeding, mating, emergence, seasonal breeding,
migration, hibernation and dormancy, and in plants, flowering and
vegetative growth, and the direction of growth.1

• Given the effects of light on living organisms, it is plausible, and even
probable, that introduction of artificial light into the natural light
regime will disturb the normal routines of many plants and animals.2

• Recent experiments which artificially illuminated the flight paths of
bats showed that they avoided such areas, with potentially harmful
effects on distribution and foraging behaviour.3

• According to a 2019 study, artificial light impacts fireflies in a big
way. Fireflies find mates through a courtship process that involves
flashing their “lights.” And not just any light: the courting process
involves a series of flashes, which are unique to each male and female.
Females will choose their mate based on their unique flashing patterns.
The females, in turn, will start a flashing “dialogue” with the mate of
their choosing.4

• More than 30% of vertebrates and 60% of invertebrates are nocturnal,
and these organisms are likely to be affected by altered light regimes
(Hölker et al. 2010b) since ALAN may lead to a ‘perpetual full moon’
effect (Longcore & Rich 2004).
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• Finally, light pollution can affect the effectiveness of visual
communications and calls behaviour. Bioluminescent species, i.e.
species capable of producing and emitting their own light, are
particularly affected, and this is also the case for non-bioluminescent
species.

• Studies show that light affects not only the animal but also the rhythm
of plant life. However, some other studies have revealed that light
sometimes does not have the same negative effect on some species as
they declared. For example, birds exposed to artificial lights at night
nest up to a month earlier than those dwelling away from humanity’s
glow.

• Close to city centres, the level of skyglow often exceeds that of the full
moon, so the presence of light at night can alter these behaviors,
potentially affecting their calling and biological processes.

• From a management perspective, most of the investigations adds to the
growing body of evidence that ALAN, as a result of broad-spectrum
street lighting and lighting near the seasides, affects the behaviour of
animals calls and visions and has the potential to disrupt ecological
systems. However, artificial lights designed for human vision lack the
blue and ultraviolet ranges that caused butterflies can not easily find
flowers as they are vitally important pollinators.

The main purpose of this poster presentation is on the negative effects of
artificial lighting at night in order to better understand the animal
communication system and their cultural ecology for hunting, survival
and communication with each other.

• What is the available evidence that artificial light at night affects
animal communication systems?

• Do changes in animal behaviour caused by artificial light at night have
any consequences for animal sleep, calls, animal vision?

• This aim is to directly transfer knowledge into society, e.g. in a
combination of transdisciplinary communication and citizen science
involvement. e-nightwatchers app is a simple idea - that every animal
watcher has unique knowledge and experience. The goal is to gather
this information in the form of checklists of animals calling, ecology
and place, archive it, and freely share it to power new data-driven
approaches to science, conservation and education.

Artificial light at night (ALAN), has increased dramatically over the past
two centuries and is linked to demonstrable shifts in a range of
behaviours across diverse animal taxa. There is growing concern that
because of the disruption of natural light cycles, ALAN may pose serious
risks for wildlife. While ALAN has been shown to affect many aspects of
animal behaviour and physiology, few studies have experimentally
studied whether individuals of different species in the wild respond
differently to ALAN. In this talk, I review the evidence for impacts of
artificial nighttime lighting on communication system of animals and
cultural ecology. Although the examples are scattered, concerning a wide
variety of species and environments, the breadth of such impacts is
compelling. Indeed, it seems reasonable to conclude that the vast majority
of impacts of artificial nighttime lighting stem from effects on biological
timings. I follow with a discussion of the broader ecological and
evolutionary consequences of these effects on sleep, calls, animal vision
and highlight gaps in our understanding and suggest future directions that
may enable us to better understand and address the effects of
environmental pollution.
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Fig 5. The image shows Fireflies activity during about 45 minutes of imaging

in Chitwan national park in Nepal. Credit: A. Kamkar

Fig 2. Wavelength perception in wildlife - most animals are sensitive to short-

wavelength (blue/violet) light. National Light Pollution Guidelines for Wildlife

Including Marine Turtles, Seabirds and Migratory Shorebirds, Commonwealth

of Australia 2020

Fig 3. In a recent analysis, Travis Longcore demonstrated that blue-rich lights

indeed pose the greatest risk for the well-being of a wide variety of species,

including insects, birds, and fish.

Illuminated skyscrapers and spotlights can lure

migrating birds. Animals may become

disoriented and end up in deadly collisions or

perish from exhaustion.
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Streetlamps, floodlights, and other luminous

objects attract a wide range of insects at night.

Predators home in on light-loving swarms to

take advantage of the congregated prey.
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Nighttime lighting drives away some nocturnal

pollinators, reducing the ability of plants in lit

areas to bear fruit.

Lonely nights3

Artificial illumination at night can increase the

proportion.
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communities
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Artificially lit nights can perturb an animal’s

circadian rhythms, altering the timing of

activities, such as sleep, foraging, mating, and

migration, that are tightly controlled by the

body’s internal clocks.
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Fig 4. Artificial light has becoming a potential threat to biodiversity in 5

category.

Fig 1. A surprising number of animal species are nocturnal. (However, light

pollution can also extend the activity of diurnal species, which are active in the

day, and change the behaviour of predators and competitors.). Credit: France

Nature Environnement Midi-Pyrénées/Dark Sky Lab/Région Midi-Pyrénées
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